Abstract-For underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSNs), data muling is an effective approach to extending network coverage and lifetime. Sensor data are collected when a mobile data mule travels within the wireless communication range of the sensor. Given the constrained energy available on a data mule and the energy consumption of its communications and movement operations, a data mule may be prevented from visiting every deployed sensor in a tour. We formulate the tour planning of a data mule collecting sensor data in UWSNs as an energy-constrained bi-objective optimization problem termed the Underwater Data Muling Problem (UDMP). UDMP has the two conflicting objectives of minimizing the length of a tour and maximizing the number of sensors contacted, while satisfying the energy constraint of the data mule at all times. We design an approximation algorithm to solve one special case of this NPhard problem, which computes a set of Pareto-efficient solutions addressing the tradeoff between the two optimization objectives so as to make proper tour planning. Simulation results validate the effectiveness of this algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSNs) have emerged as the primary tool to monitor aquatic environments which cover more than 70% of the Earth. An UWSN consists of a sheer number of battery-powered sensors performing distributed sensing of the physical aquatic environment, and one or more sinks processing the sensed data to monitor and act upon the well-being of the marine environment. However, the peculiar characteristics of the underwater environment challenge the deployment of efficient communication infrastructures among sensors and sink(s). In particular, the scale of the underwater environments introduces a much larger coverage volume, or multiple separate coverage volumes with inter-volume distances too far to be connected via multi-hop wireless communications. Such scenarios result in potentially sparse and/or disconnected networks, where the existing storeand-forward paradigm will not work due to network partitions and/or degenerated network lifetime caused by uneven energy depletion of sensor batteries.
To address these issues, mobility has been exploited to extend the network coverage and lifetime, suggesting that data muling is an effective approach to networking [1] . A data mule This work is supported in part by NSF CNS-0721361 and CCF-0916035.
is a mobile data collector (or robot) supplied with data storage capacity, battery energy, and wireless communication capability. A data mule starts off from a sink (or depot), traverses the network to collect data from individual sensors when it travels within their communication ranges, and eventually transports the collected data back to the sink. In some sense, the energy expenditures used in multi-hop relaying are shifted from the sensors to the data mule. Such an approach not only can greatly reduce sensors' energy consumption by using shorter range communications, but also can effectively eliminate the connectivity requirement on sensor deployment as well as the relay burden on sensors around the sink. In regard to a data mule's mobility trajectory, there could be unpredictable movements like autonomous roaming animals [2] , [3] , fixed patterns (independent of the distribution of sensors) like moving only in straight lines [4] , and optimized routes based on sensors distribution [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . We focus on the optimized tour planning since it provides the most controllability over performance objectives subject to the given constraints.
Based on the discussion, one critical task in data muling is to plan a data collecting tour for the mobile mule to follow. Ideally, we would like to collect data from all the sensors along a tour, whereas the overall tour length is minimized, which is the objective of most existing work. However, the constrained battery energy available on a mobile mule may not support the expedition of reaching all the deployed sensors along a data collecting tour, which is more likely the case in the underwater scenarios than in the terrestrial environments. For one thing, underwater mobility consumes much more energy under the same speed due to much stronger resistance in the water than in the air. For another, underwater communications typically use acoustics which incurs much higher transmission/receiving power and longer transmission delays [9] , [10] . Therefore in the underwater environments, compromised decisions must be made to balance between the number of sensors visited in a tour and the length of the tour, subject to the data mule's battery energy constraint.
In this paper, we address the issues of tour planning for underwater data muling, which is a more general problem compared to the existing terrestrial cases. Given a constraint on a data mule's finite battery energy, two competing optimization objectives are considered: maximizing the number of visited sensors (cover-objective) and minimizing the tour length (length-objective). We term this combinatorial bi-objective optimization problem Underwater Data Muling Problem (UDMP). We design a heuristic approximation algorithm to solve a special case of UDMP. Notice that, in addition to 2 plane, the algorithm is readily applied to 3 and higher Euclidean space-another major difference from most land-based solutions designed for 2 plane. Simulation results show that the computed single length-objective tour usually outperforms the optimal tour of a closely related NPhard problem.
The major contributions of this work are three-fold.
• Two types of visit are defined-docking-visit and wireless-visit (or cover), depending on whether or not a data mule needs to travel to the exact location of a visited node. Furthermore, point-cover and line-cover are defined within the category of wireless-visit, depending on whether a data mule visits a node (via wireless communications) from a nearby tour stop or while traveling between two consecutive tour stops. In particular, the introduction of line-cover helps to improve the coverobjective without sacrificing the length-objective, which is evidenced in the simulation results.
• An energy consumption model for the data mule is provided, which is a linear function of tour length and sensor coverage. Based on the model, the designed heuristic algorithm keeps track of a data mule's energy usage to satisfy energy constraint, and applies the scheme of border adjustment to remedy any violation of the energy constraint.
• A heuristic algorithm is designed for 3 and any dimensional space, which produces a set of tour solutions rather than a single tour, to represent the tradeoff relationship between the two competing objectives. The paper proceeds in Section II with a review of the related tour planning problems and solutions. Section III formulates the energy-constrained bi-objective UDMP using the visit/cover concepts and an energy consumption model. Section IV describes a heuristic algorithm for one special case of UDMP together with analyses of its space and time complexity. Simulation results are discussed in Section V, and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Among the existing tour planning problems, the classic traveling salesman problem (TSP) has been studied extensively, which computes a minimum cost tour of cities (as vertices in a graph) such that the tour starts from an origin city, visits each of the cities exactly once, and returns to the city of origin. The problem is NP-hard even in the special case of vertices on the 2 Euclidean plane [11] , [12] . Fortunately, the geometric instances of TSP can be approximated in polynomial time by a tour of length at most (1 + ) times the optimum for any > 0 [13] , [14] , [15] . A number of NP-hard tour planning problems have been proposed as generalizations of TSP. One direction suitable for data muling with wireless communications is to remove the assumption of TSP that all cities must be on the tour. One effort of this kind is the covering salesman problem (CSP) [16] , where a covering distance is introduced, with the goal of finding a minimum cost tour through only a subset of the given vertices such that every vertex is either on the tour or within distance of some vertex on the tour. Another similar effort is the covering tour problem (CTP) [17] , where two vertex sets are specified-a set of candidate tour stops and a set of targets with covering distance , and the aim is to cover all vertices in by a subset of chosen as actual tour stops on a minimum cost tour. Recently both problems have been applied to mobile data gathering in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Rao et al. [6] modeled the trajectory computation problem for the mobile data harvester as CSP. Ma and Yang [7] formulated a single-hop data gathering problem as CTP. Zhao and Yang [8] further proposed a bounded relay hop mobile data collection problem as a variation of CSP, to balance between the tour length and the relay hop count of local data aggregation. However, formulations of these problems do not take advantage of the fact that data exchange could proceed while a mobile mule is traveling between tour stops, since wireless communications can take place at any time when a data mule moves within the communication range of a sensor, even when the sensor is not covered by any tour stop. In such case, sensors within the communication range along a tour could be covered by the data mule traveling between consecutive tour stops. One common approximation heuristic used for solving these problems is to carefully choose a subset of vertices as tour stops to cover all the given vertices usually in a greedy fashion, and then find a TSP tour through these chosen covering vertices. Although these algorithms often generate good results in practice, it is hard to analyze their approximation ratios.
Arkin and Hassin [18] first studied the more general problem of TSP with neighborhoods (TSPN), regarded as a geometric version of CSP. In TSPN, given a set of connected regions (called neighborhoods), a minimum cost tour is computed to intersect all regions, which naturally provides coverage with any portion of the tour. Constant-ratio approximation algorithms were proposed in [18] for several special cases of neighborhoods, e.g., parallel unit segments (ratio 3 √ 2 + 1) and translate regions (ratio √ 11 2 + 3 2 + 1). The basic idea of these algorithms is to select a representative point for each region and then apply a known TSP algorithm on these points. Dumitrescu and Mitchell [19] gave an 11.15-approximation algorithm for neighborhoods of equal-size disks, which is the case similar to sensors in data muling with disk-shaped wireless communication range as neighborhoods. However, the resulting tours include curves other than simple straight lines, and visit the same points and lines multiple times, which is not easy to be applied nor efficient to the data muling problem. Recently, Elbassioni et al. [20] presented constantratio approximation algorithms for both disjoint (ratio 9.1 +1) and intersecting (ratio ( 3 )) convex fat regions ( = 4 for disks). While the latter scenario allows neighborhoods each containing exactly one vertex to overlap, such algorithm does not allow the existence of vertices in any of these intersections. Nevertheless in data muling, it is not rare for arbitrary overlapping of disk neighborhoods of sensors, e.g., some sensors within the communication range of multiple sensors. For the general case of continuous neighborhoods with arbitrary overlapping, the best approximation ratio known so far is (log ), presented by algorithms developed independently in [21] , [22] , [20] . For applications in data muling for WSNs, Yuan et al. [5] defined a robot routing problem as a special case of TSPN where the neighborhoods are disjoint disks. Since other TSPN algorithms were only analyzed theoretically in terms of approximation ratio-often a large and loose bound, [5] proposed an evolutionary algorithm (EA) based solution that could often yield empirically better results. However, such solution does not address the general case with possible overlapping of disks, and the performance of the solution depends on the proper choice of an EA algorithm.
Similar to TSP in its single objective of minimizing the tour length, most existing tour planning problems optimize the same and only length objective. However in real world applications, there may be multiple desirable but usually conflicting objectives to be optimized at the same time. In [16] , Current and Schilling presented a two-objective formulation of CSP, where a cost was associated with each tour stop, and both the tour length and the stop-over cost were to be minimized. In [23] , the same authors also defined two biobjective problems, the median tour problem (MTP) and the maximal covering tour problem (MCTP), both with a prespecified number out of vertices to be selected as tour stops. In addition, both problems have one common objective of minimization of the tour length. With respect to their second objectives, MTP aims to minimize the average distance from any node not on the tour to a nearest node on the tour, and MCTP aims to maximize the number of vertices covered by tour stops within a given covering distance. Recently, [24] proposed a bi-objective version of CTP which shared similar objectives as MTP, but with no specified number of tour stops . Likewise, although formulating two similar objectives as MCTP, UDMP does not need to specify the a priori value.
To sum up, UDMP differs from existing problems in the following aspects. First, compared with CSP/CTP and their bi-objective extensions, UDMP allows any geometrically computed positions that are capable of covering the given sensors to be tour stops, rather than confining tour stops to the exact positions of the given sensors. In addition, the data mule could also cover sensors while traveling between consecutive tour stops, as long as the mule passes across sensors' communication regions, which is defined as line-cover in UDMP. These two features allows UDMP to further shorten the total tour length as well as improve the tour coverage. Second, compared with TSPN with continuous neighborhood, UDMP adopts straight lines to connect a sequence of tour stops to form the tour, rather than curves which may be hard to prescribe or difficult for the data mule to follow in realistic scenarios. Moreover, UDMP sets no limitation on the relative relationship among disk regions that represent different sensors' wireless communication ranges, which can overlap one another arbitrarily. These two features make UDMP much more practical and easier to be applied to the real life situations. Third, in terms of the optimization objectives, UDMP tries to optimize both tour length and coverage simultaneously, which differs from the majority of existing tour planning problems that consider only the single objective of minimizing the tour length. Compared with MCTP which formulates the same two objectives, UDMP does not need to pre-designate a specific number of stops on the tour, which is hard to determine in advance and too restrictive. Finally, unlike all existing work, UDMP specially addresses the energy constraint issue of the data mule in underwater scenarios, by modeling energy consumption, trading off the full coverage requirement, and enforcing energy constraint for each tour segment in the tour planning.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Types of Visit and Cover
UDMP defines two types of visit. The first type is termed wireless-visit (or cover). Rather than traveling all the way to a sensor's exact location, a data mule only needs to move within a sensor's wireless communication range in order to collect the sensor's data, as shown in Figure 1 . The transmission radius of a sensor thus represents the distance threshold for the sensor itself to be covered by a data mule. Wireless-visits could happen either stationarily at tour stops-called point-cover, or during movement between two consecutive tour stopscalled line-cover, which could effectively increase coverage without adding any tour length. For instance, Figure 1 (a) shows that sensor is point-covered "at" position (as a tour stop) on (or inside) the boundary of 's communication range, and Figure 1 (b) demonstrates that sensor is linecovered "with" line segment ( , ) which cuts through 's communication range. The second type is termed dockingvisit, where a data mule does need to visit the exact location of a node. One example scenario is a long-running data muling application deployed inside deep ocean to cover large geographical volumes. To sustain such prolonged operations, few underwater "power stations" that harvest ocean currents for renewable energy could be deployed in strategic locations within the ocean where a data mule may docking-visit (i.e., dock and get recharged, or carry out other tasks, such as offloading collected data).
These types of visit and cover are formally defined as follows. Let denote node 's distance threshold to be covered (e.g., wireless communication range), and denote the Euclidean distance either between two points or between a point and a line segment in the Euclidean space. Note that the point-line segment distance is meaningful only if the point can be orthogonally projected onto the line segment-otherwise simply assign the distance to be ∞. A node is said to be "point-covered" at if the point-point distance ( , ) ≤ , and "line-covered" with line segment ( , ) if the point-line segment distance ( , ( , )) ≤ . The relation of "pointcover" between a pair of nodes and is symmetric when = . In addition, docking-visit could be regarded as the special case of point-cover, where the node's 'distance threshold to be covered' equals zero.
B. Energy Consumption Model
In UWSNs, a data mule consumes its battery energy in movement as well as communications [25] . For example, propulsion power consumption may range from 2 watts ( ) for low speed (0.2 / -0.4 / ) electric-propelled gliders to more than a hundred watts in high speed (up to 2.9 / ) REMUS-class autonomous underwater vehicles. In addition, underwater acoustic communications consume much more energy than terrestrial radio communications, which makes the energy consumed by acoustic communications non-negligible even compared with propulsion. For example, an acoustic modem may use about 50 for packet transmission, and 0.2 to 2 for packet reception and decoding depending on the data rates. As a result, we divide the energy consumption of a data mule into two parts-one for movement ( ), and the other for communications ( ). For underwater motion, let be a data mule's propulsion force, the moving distance, and the settling speed which is a constant. Then the energy consumed for moving distance is the 'work' done by , i.e.,
For simplicity, we ignore underwater current so that a data mule's speed relative to surrounding water remains . This assumption is proper for the lakes or the deep ocean environments. Although the speed of wind-driven ocean surface current could reach 2.5 / , e.g., the Gulf Stream, the deep sea current, mainly caused by density gradient from temperature and salinity, is relatively static, varying from 0.02 / to 0.10 / or less [26] . Assume the weight of a data mule is adjusted (like a submarine in equilibrium state vertically) so that its gravity can be counter-balanced by the buoyancy from water, which means only needs to counteract the water drag force in the reverse direction so as to reach the constant speed . In addition, we assume a slow moving speed for data mule, say less than 1 / , which is appropriate for extended missions of weeks long. By Stoke's drag equation [27] , when is small, is linear with but opposite in direction.
where is a constant that depends on the properties of water and the dimensions of the data mule. By combining (1) and (2), we have
where = is a constant coefficient for moving distance . For underwater communications, let be a data mule's average communication power for collecting data from sensors, which is a weighted sum of both transmission and receiving power of the data mule depending on the data retrieving scheme. For example, a data mule could sequentially poll each nearby sensor within the sensor's communication range by first sending a small request message and then receiving data from the polled sensor, assuming that the data mule has a transmission range no less than that of any sensor's. For simplicity, we assume a uniform amount of data, denoted by , to be exchanged at every sensor. Let be the data transfer rate during communications, and the number of visited sensors including both point-cover and line-cover (termed coverage).We have
where = ( / ) is a constant coefficient for coverage .
In UDMP, a data mule has to visit a docking station to get recharged before running out of its battery energy. Therefore, the data mule's energy usage is tracked within each tour segment (or docking segment), which is the sub-tour between two consecutive docking visits. In other words, a tour segment starts at a docking station, passes a set of non-docking tour stops, and terminates at a next docking station. Notice that the depot is also regarded as a docking station. The straight line segment traversed by the data mule between any two consecutive tour stops is termed a tour link. Therefore within each tour segment, the data mule operating on its finite battery energy both moves along tour links and collects data from sensors before recharging itself at the next docking station on the segment border. Let ( ) denote a data mule's energy consumption in any tour segment , be the sum of tour link length within segment , and be the number of visited sensors inside the segment (excluding those sensors point-covered at the two bordering docking stations). From Equations (3) and (4), we have the following segment energy usage
which is a linear function of the segment's length and coverage.
C. UDMP Formulation
We formulate the energy-constrained bi-objective UDMP as follows. Let = ( , ) be a complete graph in an Euclidean space (e.g., 2 or 3 ), with the vertex set = { } ∪ ∪ , where is the sink (or depot), is a set of docking stations that may be docking-visited, with 1 ⊆ as the subset that must be docking-visited ( ∈ 1 ), and denotes a set of sensors that may be wireless-visited within the wireless communication range of each sensor ∈ , with 1 ⊆ as the subset that must be wireless-visited. Let the nonnegative cost function ( , ) equal the Euclidean distance between any two points and in the same Euclidean space where resides. Let 0 be the full battery capacity of a data mule which is fully supplied at the depot and can be later recharged at any docking station.
The goal of UDMP is to find a tour = ⟨ 1 , 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , | | ⟩ for the data mule such that: 1) Each tour stop ∈ is different, with the depot as both the start and the end of the tour, i.e., 1 = (| |+1) = ; 2) A tour stop could be at either the location of a dockingvisit station or any position to cover a wireless-visit sensor, i.e., ∀ ∈ , either ∈ or ∃ ∈ such that can point-cover within 's communication range ; Based on those stops at docking stations, tour could be further divided into a consecutive sequence of tour segments 1 , 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , whose borders are marked by docking-visit stations; 3) All vertices in 1 are docking-visited during the tour , i.e., ∀ ∈ 1 , ∈ ; 4) All vertices in 1 are wireless-visited during the tour , i.e., ∀ ∈ 1 , ∃ ∈ such that either is pointcovered at , or line-covered with ( , +1 )-the line segment between two adjacent tour stops and +1 ; 5) The data mule's energy usage in any tour segment satisfies the upper bound 0 , i.e., ( ) ≤ 0 , based on Equation (5)-energy constraint; 6) The number of nodes in set wireless-visited by the tour, called , is maximized-cover-objective; 7) The length of tour
) is minimized-length-objective; In the formulation, Item 1 defines a general concept of a tour. Item 2 specifies the selection of tour stops as well as the division of a tour into tour segments. Items 3 and 4 further qualify the tour with the sets of nodes which must be docking or wireless visited. Moreover, Item 5 enforces the data mule's battery energy constraint for all tour segments. Finally, Items 6 and 7 state the cover-objective and the length-objective, respectively, for tour optimizations, which are competing against each other as illustrated in Figure 2 , and have to be compromised.
We now show that the UDMP is NP-hard. Theorem 1: UDMP is NP-hard. Proof: Since TSP is NP-complete, we will show that UDMP is polynomial-time reducible from TSP. Given an Figure 2 . The tradeoff between length-objective and cover-objective subject to energy constraint. For the tour segment between adjacent docking stations and , the shorter straight route ⟨ , ⟩ covers relatively fewer sensors, including neighboring nodes point-covered at and , and those close to and line-covered with the line segment ( , ), while the longer detour route ⟨ , , ⟩ gets significantly larger point and line coverage. For both routes, combined energy consumption based on length and coverage is subject to the data mule's battery energy constraint.
instance of TSP, which includes a complete graph = ( , ) and a cost function mapping each edge in to the Euclidean distance between two endpoints. We construct an instance of UDMP as follows. We define a complete graph
, where is a vertex randomly picked from as the depot, = , and = ∖ { } with each vertex in associated with a non-negative 'distance threshold to be covered'. Apparently, ′ shares the same vertex set and edge set as . In addition, let 1 = so that all vertices in must be docking-visited. Therefore every vertex in ′ must be on a feasible tour of the UDMP instance, which means all vertices in must be wireless-visited-the maximum coverage. We also define the cost function ′ to be the Euclidean distance between any two points, and the segment energy constraint 0 = ∞. Apparently, there exists a minimum length TSP tour in iff the same tour in ′ is the UDMP tour with the minimum length for the maximum coverage and satisfied energy constraint. This reduction can be done in polynomial time. Hence UDMP is NP-hard.
One special case of UDMP is when all docking stations must be visited (i.e., 1 = ) and no sensors must be covered (i.e., 1 = ∅), which corresponds to scenarios with strategically deployed docking stations and non-prioritized coverage requirement for sensors. This special case is also NPhard as the above proof can be straightforwardly applied. In the next section, we present a heuristic approximation algorithm to solve this special case of UDMP.
IV. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
In general, the solution to a multi-objective optimization problem like UDMP is not a single instance, but a set of Pareto-efficient solutions that represent the best compromise among all objectives in different tradeoff situations, i.e., none of the objectives can be further improved without the degradation of some of the other objectives. As depicted in Figure 3 , all Pareto-efficient solutions to a multi-objective optimization problem form the Pareto frontier. Formally, a solution 1 dominates another solution 2 iff 1 is at least as good as An example Pareto frontier for a two-objective optimization problem, with values of both objectives to be minimized. Solutions 1 and 3 are on the frontier, while 2 is dominated by both.
2 with respect to all objectives, and there exists at least one objective where 1 is strictly better than 2 with respect to that objective. A solution is called Pareto-efficient if it is not dominated by any other solution.
Given the complexity of UDMP, we propose a greedy heuristic algorithm to approximate the Pareto frontier. The algorithm addresses the special case of UDMP with 1 = and 1 = ∅. The general idea is to iteratively solve a setcovering problem by carefully choosing the tour stops, and then apply a known Euclidean TSP algorithm on the tour stops. We define the neighbor set of a vertex as the set of sensors point-covered at this vertex position minus those pointcovered at existent tour stops other than this vertex. At each iteration, a new covering position, which is the owner of a chosen neighbor set, is added to the tour to produce a potential Pareto-efficient solution, until all the sensors to be covered have been covered by the tour. Notice that this algorithm is applicable to 3 and any dimension in the Euclidean space, because this algorithm (1) deals with logical sets that are not necessarily formed based on geometric relationship in any dimension, and (2) uses the Euclidean distance which is dimension-independent. The algorithm is described as follows.
Input: Docking station set = 1 , sensor set , wireless communication range for each sensor ∈ , energy constraint 0 for each tour segment. Output: The set Π of tours that satisfy the segment energy constraint with both tour length and coverage objectives optimized.
Step 1: Initialize the tour stop set = 1 , the candidate tour stop set = , and the candidate Paretoefficient solution set Π = {TSP( )}, where TSP( ) is the TSP tour over calculated by a known TSP approximation algorithm. Update by removing those point-covered at vertices in . If is empty or each vertex in can be line-covered with some edge in TSP( ), stop and return Π.
Step 2: For each vertex ∈ , calculate its neighbor set nSet( ) = { | ( , ) ≤ , ∀ ∈ }, and its weight = |nSet( )|. Remove from any vertex with zero weight. Initialize the tabu set = ∅.
Step 3: If ∖ is empty, stop and return Π. Otherwise find the vertex = argmax ∈( ∖ ) -select the one with the shortest average distance to all vertices in in case of a tie, and add vertex into . Step 4: Construct TSP( ) and compute its length and coverage, counting both point-coverage and line-coverage. Check each segment's energy consumption (based on Equation (5)) against the energy constraint 0 , and try 'border adjustment' to correct violations if any. If all the segments are able to satisfy 0 , set = ∖{ }, set Π = Π ∪ {TSP( )}, check dominance between the new tour TSP( ) and previous solutions in Π so as to remove whomever dominated, and go to Step 5. Otherwise, discard TSP( ), set = ∖ { }, set = ∪ { }, and go to Step 3.
Step 5: Update by removing those point-covered at the new tour stop . If is empty or each vertex in can be line-covered with some edge in TSP( ), stop and return Π. Otherwise, for those in whose neighbor sets overlap 's neighbor set, update their neighbor sets as well as weights, remove vertices with zero weights from , reset = ∅, and go to Step 3.
The algorithm is illustrated by an example shown in Figure 4 , where 1 = includes the depot and one docking station both of which must be docking-visited, and includes 13 non-prioritized sensors to be covered as many as possible with a uniform 'distance threshold to be covered' shown by equal-radius circles. For simplicity, we assume that 0 is large enough so that the energy consumption of each computed tour segment during algorithm execution satisfies the energy constraint-we will demonstrate 'border adjustment' in case of energy constraint violation later. This example works in four iterations, each producing a tour. Figure 4(a) shows that the initial tour ⟨ , , ⟩ consists of only the depot and the docking station , with the tour link ( , ) line-covering two sensors and ℎ (Step 1). Since no sensor is point-covered by the initial tour yet, equals the candidate stop set which contains all 13 sensors. Next, we calculate a weight for every candidate stop as the size of its neighbor set, which includes sensors in point-covered at the candidate stop, as shown inside the circle centered at a candidate stop (Step 2), e.g., = 5, = = 4. We choose with the largest weight of 5 (Step 3), and produce the second tour ⟨ , , , ⟩ (Step 4) depicted in Figure 4 (b). Assume that both segments ⟨ , , ⟩ and ⟨ , ⟩ satisfy the energy constraint. Then we remove from those sensors in the new stop 's neighbor set, highlighted by the shadow area, which has been permanently covered at . Notice that sensors line-covered in the current tour (such as and ℎ) may not still be covered in the newly computed tour due to the change of tour links. Therefore these sensors are only temporarily covered and should not be removed from . We also update the neighbor sets of the other candidate stops in so that the new neighbor sets contain only sensors in , and remove from the candidate stops with empty neighbor sets (Step 5). Notice that some sensors already covered and deleted from can still be candidate tour stops in , as long as their neighbor sets are not empty, e.g., with a weight of 2. In the third iteration, we select with the largest weight of 4, and produce another tour ⟨ , , , , ⟩ shown in Figure 4 (c), with both segments ⟨ , , ⟩ and ⟨ , , ⟩ satisfying the energy constraint. After removing 's neighbor set from , we update the neighbor sets of candidate stops in as before. In the fourth iteration, we have a tie in the largest weight of 2 among the candidate stops , , and . Then we compare the distances between each candidate and the current tour stop set, and select as the closet one into the tour stop set (Step 3). Therefore we construct the fourth tour ⟨ , , , , , ⟩ as shown in Figure 4 (d), with both segments ⟨ , , , ⟩ and ⟨ , , ⟩ satisfying the energy constraint. Since the updated set only contains two sensors and ℎ, which can be line-covered with current tour links ( , ) and ( , ), respectively, the algorithm terminates and returns these four tours as approximate Pareto-efficient solutions.
When some segment in a computed TSP tour violates the energy constraint, we use 'border adjustment' to try to correct the violation (Step 4), as illustrated in Figure 5 where the edges (direct lines or curves) reflect only the connectivity relationship rather than the real shape of tour links. Let be a segment with a negative battery energy balance, i.e., 0 − ( ) < 0. By Equation (5), the segment energy consumption is proportional to both the length and the coverage of the segment, both of which decrease with less tour stops in the segment. Therefore, in order to reduce ( ), we try to shift out a minimum number of close-to-boundary tour stops in into an adjacent segment-either +1 in the right or −1 in Figure 5 . 'Border adjustment' between and its right segment +1 . Squares denote docking stations as segment boundaries, and circles represent tour stops within segments. (a) Connectivity before adjustment, ( ) > 0 , and ( +1 ) < 0 . (b) Connectivity after successful adjustment. A least number of tour stops in close to the right boundary are shifted into +1 , such that both segments satisfy 0 after 'border adjustment. ' the left, whichever has a positive energy balance, so that both and the adjacent shift-in segment could satisfy the energy constraint. Notice that the boundary tour stops of the segments are always docking stations for charging battery, which stay unchanged during the adjustment. Since ( ) is decreased at the cost of increasing ( +1 ) or ( −1 ), 'border adjustment' will not solve the energy violation problem when two adjacent segments deplete energy surplus before digesting enough shiftin tour stops to eliminate 's energy deficiency, in which case the tour simply fails the energy constraint and is discarded. Another side-effect of 'border adjustment' is the increase of the total tour length due to detour cross from edge exchange, as will be evidenced in Figure 6 (c) of Section V. Therefore, 'border adjustment' is limited only between adjacent segments without propagating to further segments.
We now analyze the worst-case computational complexity of the algorithm. Suppose there are sensors and docking stations ( >> ). Therefore, = | | and = | |. For the space complexity, it takes ∑ =0 ( + ) = ( + 2 ) space to store all candidate Pareto-efficient solutions, (
2 ) for neighbor sets of all the sensors as well as the pointpoint distances, and at most ( 3 ) to buffer calculated linecoverage results of tour links in Step 4. Hence the overall space complexity of the algorithm is ( 3 ).
For the time complexity, the algorithm takes ( ) time to calculate the point-coverage of docking stations as well as the line-coverage of edges in Step 1, and ( 2 ) time to compute the neighbor sets and weights for sensors in Step 2. For Step 3 through Step 5 which form two nesting loops, we count each step's overall running time by combining all possible repetitions, in the worst case that each iteration of adding a new tour stop has to try every candidate stop due to repeated inability to satisfy the energy constraint (i.e., from Step 4 going back to Step 3 repeatedly for a maximal number of times before going forward to Step 5).
Step 3 takes ( 2 log ) time to find the maximum weight for every trial by sorting all the candidate stops at the start of each iteration, and at most ( + 2 ) time to select the candidate closest to the set of current tour stops to break ties, in the worst case that all the candidate stops share the same weight, e.g., all have the weight of one with non-overlapping neighbor sets. In Step 4, it takes ( 2 ) time to incrementally compute lengths of all the tour segments, (
2 ) time to add up the point-coverage of tour stops, (
3 ) time to calculate and add up the line-coverage of possible tour links, (
2 ) time to check the segment energy constraint, at most ( 3 ) time to adjust segment borders in case of energy constraint violations, and ( 2 ) time to check dominance between the new solution and the existent solutions.
Step 5 takes ( 2 ) time to remove sensors pointcovered at every new tour stop from the set of uncovered sensors, ( ) to check the line-coverage result of every new tour computed in Step 4 for termination check, and ( 3 ) to update the neighbor sets that overlap each new tour stop. Finally, let ( ) be the running time of the TSP approximation algorithm over vertices used in the heuristics. Then the running time of TSP in Step 1 is ( ), and the worst-case running time in Step 4 is at most ∑ =1 ( − + 1) ( + ). Therefore the overall time complexity of the algorithm in the worst case is ( 3 )+ ( )+ ∑ =1 ( − +1) ( + ). Notice that, for Euclidean TSP, it has been shown that there exists a polynomial time approximation scheme, i.e., for any fixed > 0 and given any nodes in 2 , the optimum Euclidean TSP tour could be approximated within a factor of (1 + 1/ ) in ( (log ) ( ) ) running time [13] .
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
We have conducted various simulation experiments to validate the effectiveness of the proposed UDMP algorithm. For the TSP approximation algorithm used as a subroutine in UDMP, we choose Heldsgaun's implementation of the LinKernighan TSP heuristic [28] , [29] , considered to be one of the best approximation algorithms for the Euclidean TSP. In each simulation, we assume uniform communication range for every sensor. The network topologies are either adapted from the test instances in TSPLIB [30] , or generated with random distributions. We vary communication range, energy constraint, and network size in simulations, and present tour snapshots pictorially and tour statistics quantitatively. Figure 6 shows the snapshots of four tours out of totally six tours generated for a network adapted from the TSPLIB instance " 51." The " 51" instance consists of 51 vertices on terrain of size 63 × 69 2 . We add one more vertex at (0, 0) (the lower left corner) as the depot, and randomly pick two vertices as docking stations. These three vertices form the set 1 = that must be docking-visited, shown as the initial tour stops in Figure 6 (a), while the remaining vertices compose the sensor set . We set the uniform 'distance threshold to be covered' as = 15 , which represents the homogeneous communication range of all sensors. Notice that this short range in the teens of meters is selected to fit the terrain and network size of the " 51" instance, and certainly could be scaled up (together with the terrain size and the nodes' coordinates) to match the realistic longer underwater acoustic transmission range typical in the hundreds of meters up to kilometers. We also enforce a smaller 0 = 20 in order to demonstrate the impact of energy constraint, as well as the effect of 'border adjustment'. which become the boundaries of three tour segments. The tour segments will grow by adding more new tour stops in future tours, while the boundary docking stations remain unchanged. Notice that the tour direction denoted by the arrows is only nominal, since there is no difference between two reverse directions in a cycle with regard to both objectives as well as energy constraint satisfaction. After the initialization, the initial tour grows by one tour stop at each iteration to cover more sensors. Figure 6(b) shows the tour at the fourth iteration, with three more tour stops and thirteen more sensors covered than Iteration 1. So far the energy constraint is satisfied in all three tour segments. Figure 6 (c) depicts the tour at Iteration 5 after successfully adjusting the segment border to correct one energy constraint violation. The tour stop at the top right is shifted to the next tour segment so that both segments' energy consumptions are less than 0 . As a result, the tour length is increased to 225.062 due to the detour cross formed at the top right portion of the tour. Figure 6(d) shows the tour at Iteration 6, which covers all 49 sensors with a length of 219.169 . Notice that although one more tour stop is added, the computed TSP tour naturally satisfies the energy constraint with no need for any 'border adjustment'. We find that this tour dominates the previous one with three more sensors added in coverage and shorter length. The algorithm then stops here to return five tours as Pareto-efficient solutions except for the dominated one from Iteration 5. Figure 7 depicts the tradeoff between the length-objective ( -axis) and the cover-objective ( -axis) using the same network topology of Figure 6 , except that the energy constraint is relaxed ( 0 = 100) and a larger communication range is used ( = 25 ). We represent the cover-objective by the number of uncovered (i.e., not covered yet) nodes so that both objective values are to be minimized, in order to produce a curve similar to the Pareto frontier in Figure 3 . Each plotted data point represents a tour produced by one iteration of the proposed algorithm, with the top leftmost point denoting the initial tour at Iteration 1 including only the three members of 1 that must be docking-visited. Each next point toward the bottom right signifies the addition of a new tour stop which increases the tour length in order to, hopefully, cover more sensors. Notice that the two tour points representing Iterations 3 and 4 are both dominated by the tour from Iteration 2, and thus are not Paretoefficient. We plot them as well in the curve just to demonstrate all iterations. The approximate Pareto frontier computed for this network should only include tours from Iterations 1, 2, and 5. In general, as the length of the tour increases, the number of uncovered nodes decreases until finally reaching zero when all sensors are covered. We find that at Iteration 2, there is only one sensor not covered yet with the tour length of 180 . However, it takes three additional tour stops and about 20% increase in tour length in order to cover the last sensor at Iteration 5. In practice, we may just decide to give up visiting the last sensor by choosing the tour generated at Iteration 2 for an economical reason. Therefore, the approximate Pareto frontier computed by the proposed algorithm could help make better tour decisions that balance both objectives in real-life applications.
Next, we compare tours computed by the proposed algorithm with the optimal solutions of the covering salesman problem (CSP), which could be regarded as a special case of UDMP with 1 = , 1 = , and 0 = ∞. Specifically, with a sufficiently large energy value of 0 , we compare the length of the tour generated at the last iteration, which should cover all the sensors in , with the corresponding optimal solution of CSP which only optimizes the tour length. Due to the NP-hardness of CSP, we could only obtain optimal solutions for small networks. By formulating CSP as a mixed integer programming problem, we solve the problem optimally using the GNU linear programming kit (GLPK) [31] for the network size varying from 20 to 25 nodes, and the communication radius ranging from 120 to 200 . For each network configuration, twenty random networks are generated with network nodes randomly distributed over a terrain of size 500 × 500 2 . Each network includes one depot and two docking stations that must be visited, with the remaining nodes as sensors to be covered. Figure 8 depicts the average length ratio of UDMP tour over the optimal tour of the corresponding CSP for different communication ranges and network sizes. As can be seen, the proposed UDMP algorithm could produce tours with length close to (less than 0.6% worse) and often shorter than (up to 4.5% better) the optimum solutions of CSP. This is due to the introduction of "linecover" in UDMP which helps improve the coverage without sacrificing the tour length. We also observe that UDMP works better in networks of smaller size and shorter communication range, which represent sparse neighborhood. Figure 9 shows the average tour length of the proposed UDMP algorithm and the CSP optimal solution for different communication ranges and network sizes. As the communication range increases, the length of all the corresponding tours decreases, since more sensors could be covered without traveling longer distance. In particular, the UDMP algorithm performs better than the optimal CSP in sparse neighborhood of smaller network size and shorter communication range, as has also been evidenced in Figure 8 .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formulate the tour planning of a data mule to collect sensor data in UWSNs as an energy-constrained biobjective underwater data muling problem (UDMP). UDMP defines two types of visit and two types of cover. In particular, the line-cover helps improve the cover-objective without sacrificing the length-objective. We propose an approximation algorithm to solve a special case of UDMP. The algorithm computes a set of Pareto-efficient solutions addressing the tradeoff between the two optimization objectives to help tour planning. We have conducted various simulations to validate the effectiveness of the algorithm. In particular, the algorithm performs better than the corresponding optimal solutions of the covering salesman problem in sparse neighborhood of smaller network size and/or shorter communication range.
